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Ceramic
Under Counter Vanity Basin 760502
Nominal Size 545mm x 330mm (21-1/2” x 13”)

Shown with chrome waste (waste drain is not included in the carton box).

II

Ceramic Under Counter Vanity Basin #760502
Basin Size: 545mm x 330mm (21-1/2“ x 13”)

Offering strong square angles, slim walls and softened edges, Cube II is a striking design option for the
modern bathroom. While the Cube under counter vanity basin blends the sharpest contemporary looks with
a welcoming feel, it provides a generous bowl area. The basin is suitable for general purpose domestic and
commercial applications. The rim is sealed to the underside of the counter top with an acetic cured silicone sealant.
Faucet Holes:

Basin available as no faucet hole Code No.760502.
The waste drain is not included in the carton box, but is available in the following
options for purchase:
FA725 -- Chrome Plated
FA725BN -- PVD Brushed Nickel Finish
FA725PN -- PVD Polished Nickel Finish

Waste Outlet:

Overﬂow:
Fixing:

Only available with Overflow. Designed for maximum tap ﬂow rate of 15 litres/minute.
Bracket clips #813734 are supplied as standard for fixing basin to marble or granite
counter tops. Four brackets are supplieSd with each basin and must be fixed to the
underside of the counter top with appropriate fasteners.
The rim of the basin must be sealed to the counter top with an acetic cured silicone
sealant. Epoxy type glues must not be used. The basin is supplied with a template
which must be used for the counter top cut-out.
White only.
All dimensions are in millimetres and are subject to normal manufacturing
variations. Caroma pursues a policy of continuing improvement in design and
performance of its products. The right is therefore reserved to vary speciﬁcations
without notice.
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